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“Life’s most persistent and urgent question is, ‘What are you doing for others?” 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 
On Monday our nation honored the life of humanitarian leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. I 
have long admired this American hero and my children and I used this past weekend as a fitting 
occasion in which to make our first visit to the MLK Memorial in D.C. The dignified pose of Dr. 
King presents a telling tale of a faith-filled man whose life represented a leader with steadfast 
beliefs and great resolve. As one gazes at this magnificent 30 foot memorial, you can’t help but 
be in awe of the artistic imagery. The image of MLK is represented as the “Stone of Hope” with a 
detached granite shape that represents the “Mountain of Despair”. These dichotomous symbols 
are intended to reflect not only the lines from the “I Have a Dream” speech, but also the victory 
of freedom that was borne from disappointment. What’s more, the view between these shapes 
offers visitors a clear view of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial which also reflects the principles 
of liberty which gave birth to our nation. Standing by the memorial on this blustery winter day, I 
felt the radiant light from the representing image of a leader who transcended racial, gender, 
geographical and socioeconomic boundaries. He was truly a leader for all.  
 
As I reflected upon my visit to the MLK memorial, I couldn’t help but reflect on how the how the 
virtues of servant leadership are nurtured within the young people of St. Francis de Sales. And 
while you won’t find a “leadership” class listed in our school curriculum, the formation of 
community leaders stands as one of the cornerstones of our educational program. With this 
thought in mind, I recently discovered that a significant number of SFdS graduates, who as 
members of the Boy Scouts of America earned the rank of Eagle Scout (the highest rank). Two 
recent cases in point: the SFdS Class of 2011 saw 6 graduates - David Ingersol, Michael Vogel, 
Joey Cinderella, Kyle Bragdon, Kole Koester and John Engle; and the Class of 2010 saw 6 
graduates – Joe Groth, Brian DiPirro, Joe Brittingham, Trevor Taylor, Nick Pusey and J.P. 
Burns When just over 2 million boys have reached the rank of Eagle in the over 100 years and 
roughly 4 of every 100 boys that join Scouts earn this rank, the thought of 12 young men from 
two classes earn the prestigious rank of Eagle becomes even more impressive. Furthermore, it 
would be difficult not to surmise that such an accomplishment represents the value of a 
supportive family, the efforts of a dedicated parish and the foundation of our strong Catholic 
school education. 
 
As further testimony to the impressive future that lies before those SFdS graduates who go on to 
earn Eagle, I thought you might enjoy seeing a short list of notable Americans whose success 
can be traced back to earning their own Eagle award: Neil Armstrong: astronaut and first man 
on the moon; Bill Bradley: former U.S. Senator and professional basketball star; Dr. William C. 
DeVries: first surgeon to transplant an artificial heart; Gerald Ford: 38th President of the United 
States; Rick Perry: Governor of Texas; Donald Rumsfield: former U.S. Secretary of Defense; 
Steve Fossett: first to circumnavigate the Earth solo in a hot-air balloon and an airplane; J. 
Willard Marriott Jr.: Chairman and CEO of Marriott International; Steven Spielberg: movie 
producer; Sam Walton: Founder of Wal-Mart. 
 
May God continue to bless the ministry of our Catholic School and the virtues that lead to a life 
of success and service.  
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